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ized as [d] in [kuudi kesl 'i-clean the house' but as [tM in [wut h

kesj 'fte-cleans the house 1
.

There is alternation in many lexical items between /n/, /oAand
/n/, e.g. /ani/~/aPi/ 'I' or /anin//^/anio/ 'who 1 (and a number of

language informants used only /n/) . Alternation between the pho-
nemes /q/ and /w/ word-initially has also been observed in a num-
ber of words, such as /oodkoA'/wJcfr) / 'to breathe 1 or /oonit/zv
/wonit/ 'girl'.

There are rare cases of double consonants, e.g. /isset/
'eight 1 or /ballo/ 'hundred' (but the plural form is /baala/, e.g.

/baala ramao/)

.

2.2 Vowels

All seven vowels can be lengthened, e.g. /iide/ 'where? 1 vs.

/ifa/ 'evening* or /keetuk/ 'door' vs. /ktdV 'tree'. Since there
ia a contrast between lenghthened vowels and two succeeding vowels,
each belonging to different syllables, <=-g* [kaami] 'I-eat' vs.
[ka(?)ami] 'he-raises', the latter will be written phonemically
with a glottal stop (/ka?ami/ 'he-raises')

.

In rare instances I have found the mid-open back vowel y]
to be in alternation with [a] and a preceding labialized conson-
ant, e.g. Ikjnao] ^ [kwanao) 'one', [rosana] * [r

wasana] 'dogs'.
Also, sequences of the two successive vowels [ua] alternate with
\XP8*\ and labialization plus [a]: [s'ua] ^ [Suwa] /V [S wa] 'birds',
[ogua] ~ [oguwa] rJ [og wa] 'went 1

.

Tone and stress have not yet been sufficiently investigated.

3 . pronoun

3.1 Personal Pronoun

The following table displays the Me'en personal pronouns.

SINGULAR PLURAL

1st ani *" api eda ede(excl.)

2nd enu ** epu * ipu edu

3rd nen tdt

Note that the first persons (except exclusive) are marked by
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woc-ene konan iy-e 'He has one child, 1

child-his one is-there
weya-genE fiizl aj.-e 'He has three children,

'

children-his (pi.) three are-there

If the verb in the unmarked tense is the final element of a
sentence unit, the suffix -<DO> has to be added (-<D0> stands for
a number of synonymous forms like -&£, -^2., -day* -dey. or -Co . if
the verb ends in a fricative) , There are similar phenomena which
seem to have puzzled researchers in other Surma languages. Aren-
sen 1982s 84f reports a limited occurrence of an 'intransitive
marker 1 attached to transitive verbs when used without an object.
However this cannot be the full explanation for the Me 1 en -<D0>

.

since it is obligatory not only when the object is deleted after
the verb, but also when it is preceding. In addition it is not
only an object following a verb that prevents -<D0> from appearing
but also that in contrast with Murle, this suffix has to be ap-
plied to all verbs (whether transitive or intransitive) in sen-
tence-final position.

nen am-ds but: nen ajn gala
he eat-<DO> he eat food
'He eats,' 'He eats food.'

ors nen am if a-ge
he eat evening-in
'He eats in the evening.'

Ricci (1972: 178) wonders whether or not -<D0> is a kind of
nominalizer. This cannot be confirmed at all on the basis of our
data. He has the same explanation for the perfect marker -boy*
and he translates a number of verbs with that suffix as infini-
tives.

Turton and Bender 1976: 548f report a similar -£ segment in
Mursi that is dropped when any other word follows. See note 4 of
Ch. 6 above.

In the past tense, verbs are marked only for 1st person, but
differentiate singular and plural:
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other (not very common) irregularity in not having a 1st person
prefix kV-.

As already mentioned, the perfective aspect is possible only
with verbs in the past or in the imperative mood. To mark this
aspect the suffix -boy is attached to the last element of the
sentence, and -(u_)a_ normally becomes -a. or-^a..

neji ak-aa-boy «He has hit. 1

he hit-PAST-PERF

lien aK-aa nor-boy 'He has hit the elephant. 1

he hit-PAST elephant-PERF

A second seemingly perfective suffix is -Be, but more study
of it is needed. Compare the following two examples:

mokanj-ian og-ua 'My wife went,

'

wife-my go-PAST

m^ kani-ian og-ua-se 'My wife has gone. 1

wife-my go-PAST-PERF

The progressive aspect, morphologically possible only toget-
her with the unmarked tense, is shown by suffixing -inaJn.) to the
verb root, again dropping the person suffixes (~H is used in 1st
and 2nd singular)

.

enu mad-inan Solu 'You are drinking beer. 1

you (sg.) drink-PROG beer

fcdfc mad- j.na urs 'They are drinking milk. 1

they drink-PROG milk

It is interesting that the progressive marker is often re-
tained to form compound nouns whose second element is a verb,
e.g. nunde madin^ 'a habitual drinker (is drinking all the time) 1

,

HUU3£ akinc 'a habitual hitter*.
More detailed tense/aspect distinctions have to be shown by

adverbials, e.g. na. for expressing future: neji na_ daa komac 'He
will receive power. 1

, or baaro 'tomorrow 1 with a verb in the un-
marked tense indicates future.

The infinitive is expressed by suffixing - en to the verb,
e.g. £jg-Kn 'to plow 1 in kov EogEn 'He goes to plow 1

.

5.2 Qbnect-An<3 Benefactive-Suffixes

The system of object markers in the form of verb suffixes is
defective in that there are no such suffixes for the third person
singular or plural. For the first and second person singular and
plural they are:
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